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ABSTRACT
We report how seven independent critical access hospitals collaborated with a rural referral hospital to standardize workflow policies and procedures while jointly implementing the same health information technologies (HITs) to enhance medication care processes. The study hospitals implemented the same electronic health record, computerized provider order entry, pharmacy information systems, automated dispensing cabinets (ADC), and barcode medication administration systems. We conducted interviews and examined project documents to explore factors underlying the successful implementation of ADC and barcode medication administration across the network hospitals. These included a shared culture of collaboration; strategic sequencing of HIT component implementation; interface among HIT components; strategic placement of ADCs; disciplined use and sharing of workflow analyses linked with HIT applications; planning for workflow efficiencies; acquisition of adequate supply of HIT-related devices; and establishing metrics to monitor HIT use and outcomes.

INTRODUCTION
Effective execution of all aspects of the medication management process (prescribing/ordering, dispensing, and administration) is necessary to achieve high quality and safe medication practices. Many regulatory, advisory, and purchasing groups (eg, Joint Commission,1 National Quality Forum,2 Leapfrog Group3) recommend the use of health information technologies (HITs), including computerized provider order entry (CPOEs) systems, electronic health records (EHRs), pharmacist medication order reviews, automated dispensing cabinets (ADC), and barcode medication administration (BCMA) systems. To date, there has been limited progress in implementing HIT systems,4–6 and large, urban, and/or teaching hospitals account for a large percentage of hospitals that have implemented HIT.4 7 8 Small rural hospitals have been particularly challenged.7 One factor that has increased many small rural hospitals’ ability to invest in HIT is their conversion to critical access hospital (CAH) status. For the 1300 hospitals nationally that have converted, their Medicare payment methodology was changed from a prospective payment system to retrospective cost-based.9 The change in reimbursement resulted in many CAHs transitioning from negative to positive profit margins,10 which permitted some to enhance patient quality11 and invest in HIT.12 However, widespread implementation of HIT in CAHs to improve medication processes faces a number of challenges: purchase and implementation costs, limited expertise in HIT implementation and integration into workflow, and limited availability of pharmacists.13 The limited availability of pharmacists in small rural hospitals is particularly endemic and creates a unique quality and safety issue in that medication filling, retrieval, dispensing, and administration duties are often transferred to patient care nurses. Research on this issue is limited and examining successful approaches to implementing HIT to enhance medication processes in CAHs is particularly important. This implementation brief describes the experience of seven CAHs and a large rural referral hospital that collaborated to enhance their medication administration and dispensing systems.

METHODS
Data collection for this implementation brief included reviewing documents (eg, meeting minutes, reports, project management plan, flow-charts, policies, and procedures) and telephone and in-person interviews. Six pharmacists, seven directors of nursing, and three administrators were interviewed between January and May 2009 using semi-structured interviews, including closed and open-ended questions. Interview responses were hand recorded. Themes were developed from review of interview notes and other documents and discussed among the study team, including two members (JL, JO) who were directly involved in the HIT implementation processes. Study methods received Institutional Review Board approval.

Study hospitals
Mercy Health Network-North Iowa consists of Mercy Medical Center-North Iowa (MMC-NI), one owned and eight contract-managed CAHs, and a primary physician network. The MMC-NI is the ‘hub hospital’ for this network. Appendix A of the online supplementary material (available at http://jamia.bmj.com) provides a summary of the operating characteristics in MMC-NI and the seven CAHs that participated in this collaborative HIT implementation.

RESULTS
HIT implementation
Mercy Medical Center-North Iowa, a member of Trinity Health (Novi, MI), implemented its EHR and CPOE systems in July 2005.15 Building on the
experience of MMC-NI,14 CAH HIT readiness assessments, workflow redesign, and implementation planning began in 2006. All seven CAHs implemented the same EHR and CPOE systems during the summer of 2008 using a ‘big bang’ approach in two cohorts (eg, cohorts of 3 and then 4 CAHs). During implementa-
tion planning and preparation phases, selected staff from MMC-NI met regularly with work teams from the CAHs. Training and the use of super-users across CAHs were standard-
ized. At go-live, MMC-NI assigned staff experienced in using the HIT applications to be onsite at the CAHs. A similar process was followed for ADC and BCMA implementation in early 2009. This sharing of HIT expertise and personnel across the network facilitated a more rapid and effective system activation, updates, and modifications.

Automated dispensing cabinets (ADCs)
The ADCs decentralize pharmacy dispensing functions and reduce the need for nurses to retrieve medications from the pharmacy when pharmacists are unavailable.5–17 Access to all ADC units is electronically controlled and requires identification of both the nurse withdrawing the medication and the patient for whom the medication is being dispensed. Retrieving controlled medications from the ADCs requires a ‘blind count’ to be performed (the user enters the number of remaining doses) and the documentation of wasted medications requires a second user to ‘witness’ the amount wasted by entering their password into the ADC. All interviewees reported that the ADCs were generally well received by both pharmacists and nurses. For pharmacists, the ADCs reduced the amount of time needed to dispense medications using the traditional medication cart and wall systems, allowing pharmacists to spend more time on clinical pharmacy-related work (eg, consulting with physicians, nurses). The ADCs also improved narcotic and controlled substance monitoring and saved nurse time by instituting a ‘blind count’ when the controlled substances are removed which took the place of several daily counts independent of drugs being removed.

Bar-coded medication administration (BCMA)
The HIT-integrated BCMA technology is effective at reducing medication administration errors by providing increased verifica-
tion of the five rights of medication administration: right patient, right medication, right dose, right time, and right route.16–30 The BCMA has also been found to be effective in ensuring accurate identification and verification of blood trans-
fusions,29 30 increased accuracy of patient specimen collection and laboratory data,29 31 while enhancing medication error reporting, pharmacist intervention records,32 and electronic medication administration record (e-MAR), and streamlining the medication inventory process.21 23 26 27 32–34

All study CAHs implemented the same BCMA that was interoperable with their EHR. The BCMA provides automatic documentation through its link to the e-MAR, which was created as part of the EHR implementation, and interfaced with the billing system. The latter is an important improvement because it allowed transition from charging for medications at the time they are dispensed to charging for medications when they are actually administered. This has resulted in a more streamlined and accurate billing process, because of a more accurate capture of medications being administered, and a reduction in the need to delete charges for medications dispensed but not administered to patients. All interviewees indicated that the use of the BCMA devices and change in workflow have been generally well-received by the nurses, and have prevented medication administration errors. The CAHs use the automated reports generated by use of the BCMA application to track on a monthly basis the per cent of medications being scanned. All CAHs have implemented and maintained a target medication administration scanning rates of at least 90%.

DISCUSSION
Factors related to effective implementation of ADC and BCMA
A number of factors facilitating the CAHs’ successful collabora-
tion on medication administration and dispensing are of note.

Culture of collaboration
The literature supports that small hospitals owned by large systems have some advantages in HIT implementation.35 The collaboration discussed here had over 20 years of inter-organi-
zational relationships and sharing. This collaboration originated as part of MMC-NI’s market strategy to strengthen its historic role as a regional referral hospital. Operationally it began by developing management service contracts for senior leadership positions (ie, CEO, CFO, CNO) as a way of helping the rural hospitals recruit and retain key leadership talent. The rural hospitals, with one exception, remained independent organizations with their own local governing boards to which the contracted managers would report. Additional network services emerged over time included assistance in recruiting other key personnel, development of a network of primary care physicians working in the rural communities, ongoing management and clinical information exchange, and group purchasing/contracting arrangements. A key operating principle of the network is that each hospital decides whether and to what extent it participates in network activities. Preservation of this ‘opt-out’ option has been a key to sustaining local hospital independence and an effective collaborative environment. Referrals from the rural facilities to MMC-NI are not required, although the many connections between the institutions and their respective medical staffs do result in significant numbers of patients receiving specialized care at MMC-NI. The many different relationships and linkages previously established by the study CAHs furthered the level of information sharing, trust, and consensus building. Having a clearly articulated rationale for a collaboration helps avoid misaligned organizational goals, minimize inter-organiza-
tional conflict, and ‘holding the course’.36–38 Major reasons supporting the CAHs’ collaboration on HIT implementation included a culture of patient safety and quality throughout the network; a shared goal for using HIT applications to improve patient care quality, safety and efficiency; absence of significant CAH in-house HIT expertise; limited financial resources to invest in HIT hardware and software; and limited local expertise in integrating HIT into redesigned work processes.

Sequencing of HIT component implementations
The sequence and timing of the various HIT activations influ-
enced the success of the CAH’s implementation efforts. The expertise developed by MMC-NI in using the HIT imple-
mentation and ongoing operational processes developed by the parent Trinity Health system14 played an invaluable role in informing decisions about the implementation sequence used by the CAHs. For example, activation of the EHR, e-MAR, and Pharmacy Information System set the stage for BCMA imple-
mentation. Likewise, implementing CPOE and Pharmacy Information Systems facilitated transition to ADC devices for decentralized medication dispensing.
Interface among HIT components

The ADCs can operate in either the ‘profile mode’ (ie, each patient’s prescribed medications are available for dispensing once a pharmacist has reviewed and verified the order), or non-profile mode (ie, all medications are available for retrieval for a patient regardless of whether a pharmacist has reviewed/verified the order). A major limitation of the non-profile mode is the potential for a nurse to inadvertently select an incorrect drug, dose, or dose form from the ADC. Use of the profile mode of the ADC is a safety measure to ensure that the medication has been ordered for the patient for which it is being requested/dispensed. These sites use a barcode scanning product to validate that the medication has been ordered for the patient, is at the ordered dose/strength, dose form, and is being administered at the ordered time. This validation occurs at the point of medication administration versus at the location of an ADC. Therefore, in this instance the decision was made by the study CAHs to defray the substantial costs and time needed to program the automated dispensing consoles as the sites had a more favorable solution to verify correct selection of medications. Clearly, careful consideration of these trade-offs is important. The concurrent use of EHR-linked BCMA was viewed as an appropriate back-up system because of the ability to detect errors at the point of medication administration.

Strategic placement of ADCs

Because ADCs are expensive, careful planning for the efficient placement of ADCs was important. In these CAHs, the number of ADCs implemented varied. All CAHs implemented ADCs on their adult medicine/surgery units, usually consisting of one or two base units for pills and creams, a tower unit for bulkier items, and a refrigerated unit for liquids. Emergency department-based ADCs were implemented in all but one CAH for first-dose medications, to provide up to a 72-hour medication supply, and to provide a limited after-hours retail pharmacy presence. One CAH uses a smaller tabletop ADC in the obstetrics unit. The CAH with an inpatient behavioral health unit added an ADC containing PRN medications. In most of the CAHs, the ADC units replaced traditional medication carts and wall units.

Disciplined use and sharing of workflow analyses linked with HIT applications

A hallmark of both the hub hospital’s and CAH’s subsequent HIT implementation was strong project management and the systematic sharing and disciplined use of workflow analyses, HIT integration, and standardization of workflow and documentation processes. Well over 100 different flowcharts depicting how specified work tasks interact with one or more of 14 different HIT-enabled systems (eg, EHR, CPOE, pharmacy—laboratory—radiology systems, registration systems, BCMA, ADC) were shared by MMC-NI with the network hospitals (see online supplementary material, available at http://jamia.bmj.com, for examples). These flowcharts were developed as part of the hub hospital’s earlier HIT implementation and subsequent refinements. The flowcharts described a wide range of workflows and tasks touching on medication related processes. For example, separate flowcharts describing the medication administration processes were developed when using the BCMA technology to address medication administration for medication orders under different conditions: (1) orders already entered into the pharmacy information system; (2) orders not yet entered; (3) orders requiring a nurse witness when the BCMA device is used; and (4) orders requiring a nurse witness for entries in the e-MAR. Rather than each CAH conducting separate workflow analyses and developing their own flowcharts for different contingencies, the CAHs used the same hub-hospital workcharts, making minor changes to reflect unique local circumstances. Sharing flowcharts linking the HIT applications to key workflow processes greatly expedited the CAH’s planning and implementation preparation and had many advantages, including access to more detailed and efficient/less expensive process workflow analyses and HIT integration documentation; enhanced workflow vetting and understanding; and standardization of task specification, workflow, and HIT integration.

Planning for workflow efficiencies

Integrating ADCs into workflow processes involves careful planning to maximize efficiencies. Workflow bottlenecks initially occurred during routine medication administration times because of multiple nurses needing to access the same ADC at the same time. Processes were reworked to enhance the flow of personnel and efficiency when accessing the ADC.

Supply of HIT devices

Because the study CAHs have limited financial resources to invest in HIT implementation, it is noteworthy that they purchased more than the ‘minimum’ necessary amount of needed equipment. With BCMA implementation the hospitals purchased enough scanning devices to ensure that each nurse had one to work with during her/his workshift as well as one reserve scanner in case any failed. These purchases were made to minimize disruptions to the nurses’ workflow due to an inadequate supply of the BCMA scanners and to increase nurse satisfaction with BCMA.

Metrics to monitor HIT use and outcomes

A number of metrics are being used by the study hospitals to regularly monitor the progress made following their HIT implementations. Focusing specifically on the use of the ADCs and BCMA, the CAHs are tracking number and per cent of medication orders dispensed from the ADC, compliance with BCMA policies (eg, scanning both the medication and the patients’ wrist bands), rate of wrong patient medication administration errors prevented (ie, near misses) by BCMA, and types, numbers, rates, and harm level of medication administration errors that occur. Monthly monitoring, based on automated reports, has allowed the hospitals to more easily and accurately track both usage trends and potential errors avoided, and to detect changes in how these technologies are being used.

Conclusions

This implementation brief describes factors contributing to the highly successful collaboration between seven CAHs and a hub hospital in the rapid implementation of ADC and BCMA technologies. These hospitals have improved medication process quality and safety by changing how medications are retrieved and by providing automated point-of-care medication administration checking and automated billing.

While there are many advantages associated with a collaborative approach involving a larger ‘hub hospital’, work of the Rural Wisconsin Health Cooperative demonstrates an alternative approach for CAHs to collaborate independent of a single, larger, outside facility. Regardless of the type of collaboration, it is essential to integrate HIT into redesigned workflows rather than just applying information technology to existing processes.

If one compares these CAH’s HIT capability to the checklist used in the recent Jha article, these hospitals would be included among the very few in the USA taking full advantage.
of HIT to improve care. As the definition of meaningful HIT use evolves with the intended implications for Medicare payments, 41–45 CAHs and all hospitals must find ways to employ HIT to improve patient care quality and safety and position themselves for the changing payment environment.
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